R&D Engineer
CoC V-Clamps & Straps

Legnickie Pole, Poland

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
 Research and development of concepts and constructive solutions
for new products in compliance with costs, deadlines and safety
regulations.
 Define measurable criteria for product and process realization.
 Carry out feasibility studies to assess the possibilities and risks
for achieving the project goals.
 Directly supervise the manufacturing process of sample parts.
 Initialization, creation and monitoring of the concept, product and
process design phase supported by the R&D test department.
 Consolidation and evaluation of results from the basic and functional
tests of the test department up to series production release.
 Definition of the requirements and specifications of
the corresponding product solutions.
 Accompaniment of prototype production in connection with product
and process development.
 Preparation of detail drawings, assembly drawings and production
documents.
 Mechnical integrity calculations by means of state-of-the-art
engineering tools.
 Supports the creation and updating of design and process FMEA's.

YOUR PROFILE
 2+ years experience as R&D Engineer or equivalent role, preferably
in automotive or in a high-mix/high-volume OEM environment.
 Experienced in 3D-CAD software, preferably in SolidWorks.
 Higher degree in Mechanical Engineering (BSc, MSc) combined
with relevant work experience.
 Proven professional experience in the development of stamped,
bent and welded parts is an advantage.
 Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills
in English.
 Experience in Quality Systems such as IATF 16949 and ISO 9001
is an advantage.
 Precise working style with a high commitment to quality.
 Proven analytical and engineering expertise (Design for Six Sigma,
Finite Element Analysis).
 Good interpersonal skills with ability to communicate and negotiate
effectively across all levels and all functions of the organisation.
 Ability to explain complex technical issues/solutions
to a non-technical audience.

Join us and get ahead.
A position with the Oetiker Group, Swiss family-owned company, offers exciting global challenges and a whole range of
development opportunities. Our unique company culture is built on a strong sense of trust where employees are encouraged to
contribute from Day 1. We embrace our diversity and enhance it by being open to new approaches. We seek colleagues who share
our customer centric mindset in delivering quality in everything that we do.
Does this sound like you? We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Oetiker provides customers with the peace of mind that their mission-critical
components are reliably connected. We are a global leader in high-end connecting
solutions for the vehicle industry and for high-value applications in industrial
segments. Our expertise in high-quality clamps, rings, straps and quick-connectors
ranges from powertrain and drivetrain applications to medical applications. With
1800+ employees in more than 25 countries and over 75 years of experience, we
are the trusted, global, long-term partner for the world’s leading OEMs.

Oetiker Polska Sp. z o.o.
Gniewomierz 178
59-241 Legnickie Pole
Poland
Telephone +48 539 960 672
E-Mail: hr.pl.Legnickiepole@oetiker.com
www.oetiker.com

